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1. Introduction. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite 
center and let AT be a maximal compact subgroup of G. We assume that 
rank(G) = rank(K) and that rank(G/X) = 1. Let T be a Cartan subgroup 
of G contained in K and let A be the noncompact Cartan subgroup of G 
constructed in [3f), §24]. Then (T9 A) is a complete set of nonconjugate 
Cartan subgroups of G. We set V = T nG\ A' = A n G', where G' 
denotes the set of regular elements in G. We write g and t for the Lie 
algebras of G and T9 and gc, tc for the complexifications of g and t. If Gc 

is the simply connected complex analytic group corresponding to gc, we 
assume that G is the real analytic subgroup of Gc corresponding to g. 

For ƒ G C™(G), the invariant integral of ƒ relative to the pair (G, T) is 
given by 

®T
f(t) = AT(t) \ f{H)dGIT(x), teT, 

JG/T 

where *t = xtx'1, xeG, and dG/T(x) is a suitably normalized invariant 
measure on G/T (see [3d)] and [5, vol. II, Chapter VIII]). 

For fixed teT\ the map ƒ H> OT
f(t\ ƒ e C™{G\ defines an invariant 

distribution At on G. In this paper, we give an explicit formula for the 
Fourier transform of Ar, that is, we determine a linear functional Af such 
that 

A,(/) = Af(/), feC?(G). 

In this context, we regard ƒ as being defined on the space of invariant 
eigendistributions on G (see [3b)]). This formula is known in the case 
G =5L(2, i?)([l], [2], [3b)]). A similar inversion formula is given in [4] 
for the group SL(2, fe), k a non-archimedean local field. We note that the 
proof of the formula in the latter case is quite different from that in the 
real case due to the form of the characters of the discrete series. 

The Plancherel formula for G can be obtained directly from the inversion 
formula for Oj(£) by applying the differential operator TlT = d(œ) where 
œ denotes the product of the positive roots of the pair (gc, tc), and then 
using the fact that there exists a nonzero constant c independent of ƒ such 
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that cf(l) = 0}(l ; nT) ([3a)], [3c)], [5, vol. II, Chapter VIII]). This proof 
of the Plancherel formula differs from that of Harish-Chandra [3f)] and 
enables us to avoid the use of the "principal value integral" ([3e), p. 308], 
[3f) §15], [5, vol. II, Epilogue]). 

The derivation of the inversion formula relies heavily on the work of 
Harish-Chandra, an account of which may be found in [5]. Throughout 
this note, we adopt the notation of [5]. Full details will appear elsewhere. 

2. The structure of G and g. As in [3f ), §24], we take a subalgebra of g 
isomorphic to sl(2, R) with basis elements H, X, Y satisfying 

[X, Y] = H, [if, X] = 2X9 [H,Y]= -2Y. 

Let Ap = exp{RH} and set Z(AP) = K n exp(V(- \)RH}. Then Z(AP) 
= {l,y}, where y = exp(V(-l)7tif) = exp(7c(X - 7)) # 1. We have 
A = AKAV, where AK = A n K. If Ti is the identity component of AK and 
tx is the Lie algebra of Tl9 then t = tx + 1 2 where t2 = R(X — 7), and 
the Lie algebra of A is a = tx + /ÎH. Moreover, if T2 = exp(t2), then T2 

is isomorphic to SO(2) (a circle) and Tx n T2 cz Z(Ap). We have v4K 

= 71 u yTi. 
Let P (̂G, T) and W(G, A) denote the Weyl groups of the pairs (G, T) 

and (G, 4) respectively [3d), §20]. If w € W(G, T) and t0 e T', then we can 
write w'1 -t0 = t1(w)t2(w) where ^(w) e Tx and t2(w) G T2 (uniquely up to 
Tx n T2). If -7T < Arg(t2(w)) < 0 (0 < Arg(t2(w)) < 7r), we shall simply 
write - n < £2(w) < 0 (0 < t2(w) < TC). 

3. The representations of G and their characters. The unitary character 
group Tof T may be identified with a lattice LT in the dual space of 
N/(— l)t An element xeLT gives rise to a character in t by the formula 
£T(expH) = et(H), Het . To each T 6 L r is associated an invariant eigen-
distribution 0T on G ([3e), p. 289], [3f ), p. 90]). If T is regular (w • T # T for 
every nontrivial w in the Weyl group W(QC> *C))> then ©T leads directly to 
the character of a member of the discrete series for G ([3g), p. 96]). Except 
for a few special cases, there is no character theoretic interpretation of 
©T for singular T presently available. 

Let M denote the centralizer of Ap in K. The principal series of unitary 
representations of G may be indexed by pairs (a, v) where a is an irreducible 
unitary representation of M and v € Ap. To the representation a, one can 
associate a regular character x (=Xa) in ÂR- We may then view the 
principal series as being parameterized by the pairs (x, v) in ÂK x Âv with 
X regular (see [5, vol. II, Epilogue]). For any x e ÂKi we define log x by the 
equation 

<exp H, x> = exp<if, log x>, HeaK = tv 
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There are equivalences among the representations of the discrete series 
corresponding to the orbits of W(G, T) in the set of regular elements in 
LT. Similarly, there are equivalences among the representations of the 
principal series corresponding to the orbits of W(G9 A) in ÂK x Âp. In the 
inversion formula, these equivalences are accounted for by the appearance 
of W(G9 A). 

4. The inversion formula. Fix t0 e V. For any w G W(G9 T), write 
w"1 . t0 = t^w^iw) where tx(w)e Tx and t2(w)e T2. (If Tx n T2 = {1, y}9 

the decomposition is not unique, but this causes no difficulty.) If Tx n T2 

= {1}, we define (see §2) 

W+(G9 T910) ={we W(G9 T): 0 < t2(w) < n}9 

W~(G9 T910) = {weW(G9 T):-n < t2(w) < 0}. 

For ƒ G Q°(G), set &t(f) = jGf(x)&x(x)dx9 zeLT9 and write T^\f) for 
the character of the principal series associated to the pair (%, v) G ÂK X yîp, 
% regular [5, vol. II, Epilogue]. If x is singular, T(/,v)(/) can be defined in a 
natural way. 

Let <!>/ be the set of positive imaginary roots of the pair (gc, ctc) and set 

= sgn n (log%,a) , /regular, 
fi(x) Lae°i J 

= 1, x singular. 

Set Yj = [O/] (we denote the cardinality of a set J by [J]) and 
r = i(dim G - rank G). 

THEOREM. Suppose that f e C?(G) and t0 e T. Then, if Tx n T2 = {1}, 

Oj(t0) = (~ir I Wo)©*(/) 
T E L T 

+ (-l)"(V(-l)/2)[W(G,.4)]-1 E det(w) S eCc) 

L J- oo smh(vTc) 

J .^ sinh(vTi) J 

Here, the sums over W+(G, T,£0) and W~(G9 T9t0) are to be taken 
separately and the sign in the first integral is taken in the obvious way. If 
7; n T2 = {1,7}, the sums over W+(G9 T9t0) and W'(G9 T9t0) are re
placed by a single sum over W(G9 T) and the plus sign does not appear in 
the first integral. 
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The principle of the proof is the same as the case of SL(2, R), that is, the 
Fourier coefficients of O} can be expressed in terms of @T( ƒ ), T G Lr, along 
with an integral over the hyperbolic elements in G. This latter integral 
must then be written as an integral over the principal series. 
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